Cleanability and durability go hand in hand

Commercial flooring can be a significant investment, so you should expect it to last. Whether you manage an office space, an educational or healthcare facility, or a busy international airport, you need a high-performing carpet fiber that protects your investment by staying beautiful and easy to clean for its entire lifecycle. We believe carpet should be durable, not disposable.

That’s why Antron® Lumena™ nylon type 6,6 fiber is engineered with long-lasting protection against the top performance attributes – stain, soil, and texture. As the first nylon fiber with permanent, built-in protection, Lumena™ is designed for a more effective, longer-lasting clean, helping reduce your total cost of ownership while contributing to a clean, wellbeing-focused environment.
When you need unbeatable performance from your carpet, specify Antron® Lumena™ fiber. With a nearly 60-year heritage of high-performing carpet fiber, we're holding ourselves to an even higher standard – one that puts people first and enhances better living in away-from-home spaces.

Unbeatable long-lasting performance compared to competitive nylon carpets

- Lasts up to 75% longer\(^1\)
- Up to 10x better stain resistance\(^2\)
- Up to 65% better soil resistance\(^3\)
- Up to 2x better texture retention\(^1\)
- 3x better fade resistance\(^2\)

Easier to maintain than the leading competitive nylon

- Designed for a more effective clean
- Permanent stain & soil protection built into the fiber
- Can more easily release soil and particulates\(^1\)
- Potentially reduces maintenance cleaning time
- May lead to an overall lower cost of ownership\(^4\)

Facilitates a cleaner environment both inside and out

- Contributes to a clean, wellbeing-focused environment
- May positively impact indoor air quality
- Can promote increased occupant productivity
- A longer product life can help protect our environment

Carpets of Antron\(^\circledR\) receive high praise from Flooring Professionals

- 91% agree they're easy to clean and maintain\(^4\)
- 89% agree they cost less to maintain\(^5\)
- 88% agree they promote wellbeing within a facility\(^6\)

\(^1\) than the majority of competitive nylon carpets
\(^2\) than carpets of the leading competitive solution-dyed nylon
\(^3\) than carpets of the leading competitive nylon
\(^4\) Stamats Market Research, Antron® Brand Reputation Study, 10/18
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